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He was in love with his best friendâ€™s sister. He was in love with Kinley Masterson.And he was in

hell.Parker Cruz pretty much had it made. Coming from basically nothing, he was at the height of his

career and was now one of the best baseball players in the major leagues. He was raking in the

millions just to play the game that had always been his passion. He was living the dream and could

have anything he wanted.Except Kinley Masterson.Kinley always knew her camera would take her

places someday. She was exactly where she wanted to be in her professional life, but her personal

lifeâ€¦that was a long story. Because she always imagined that sheâ€™d see all of those places and

share in those experiences with someone she loved. Someone she fell for a long time ago and

someone who had crushed her heart and left her broken and crying in his wake. Parker Cruz. She

had loved him forever and the one summer they had together was magicâ€¦before he took off for

Boston and acted like sheâ€™d never meant anything to him.Parker knew heâ€™d screwed it up

bad with Kinley and he didnâ€™t blame her for hating him. But what he thought had been the right

decision at the time turned out to be the worst mistake he had ever made. And now he was

determined to win her back. He was going to make her fall in love with him again and nothing and

no one was going to stand in his way. Not even Kinley.
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I am 45% in and I can't go on. This could be a great book, but for me there is too much inner

dialogue. I don't want to keep reading about what the characters are thinking. I want interaction

between the characters. When they are together it is written as inner dialogue, not actual dialogue

between the two. This will be a good read for anyone that doesn't get irritated by this. They seem to

be good characters and I do want them to have a hea, but I just can't keep reading to get to it.

I was hesitant going in, there weren't a lot of reviews when I purchased, but this was a great book.

The author took the time to give us the characters background, adding a lot of depth to the story.

There was angst, just the right amount. Our H is a baseball player and the game scenes were very

well written, I got soooo nervous reading the last game scene and I'm not even a sports fan.

Looking forward to the next book in the series!

Story was ok but way too much detail. I have to agree with another review that said way too much

inner dialogue. There was so much I found myself skimming through a lot. Wanted it to be over, not

a good sign.

This was a great book. I love reading sport romance books and it was about baseball,easy to

understand. Two people who had been in love with each other forever and drifted apart finding their

way back to each other. This was my first read by this author but won't be my last.

I love sports....I love romance. This book is half good (not great) and half full of details and words

that contribute nothing. 50% mark I was ready to give up. I finished - eventually - but skimmed past

a lot of stuff.

The story was predictable, but nice. It was written well, and had an easy-to-follow flow. The

beginning was very lengthy, and since it took so much time to get from the inciting incident to the

climax of the story, the falling action and conflict was quick and trite. The romance was believable,

and there were very funny snippets which broke up the angst well. I would read another book in the

series, or something else written by this author.

Absolutely. Positively. Without a doubt. LOVED THIS BOOK!!I rarely venture into the world of sports

romance but am glad I did for this story. I put this yummy guy alongside the perfect manliness of

Dec and Rayne (Kaley Cross) who are my all time favorite book boyfriends... So sweet. So



vulnerable. Sigh. I can't wait to see what the next part of the series holds and am SUPER excited for

3 brothers stories to be told :)I give it a 10!!

I really liked the story itself but it was way to long. Most of a story is spoken in inner dialogue which

when used correctly can move a story forward but in this case only made it drag, it felt repetitive. I

found myself skimming through a lot of the book and by the end I did not fill like I missed anything

because of it. I love description in a book it make you feel like you are right there with the characters

but I really don't need to know every single minute detail in a scene. Like how the male character

had hot wings, and the proceeds to tell me each flavor, it bring nothing to the story. The last couple

of chapters were torture, this is where I did most of the skimming. I don't want to know the play by

play of an entire game or how many times you look and someone and smile when it does nothing to

move the story. This whole story while very good could have been told in a much shorter quicker

fashion. I like books I can't put down and lose sleep over just to finish but this dragged so much I

had no problem stopping and returning to it every couple of day.
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